
W
hen you’re planning to
launch your e-business, secu-
rity must be your 
No. 1 concern. But in today’s

computing environments, system secu-
rity is a horrible game of numbers.
Consider the facts: Hundreds of new
vulnerabilities are being discovered an-
n u a l l y, dozens of new patches are being
released monthly, and thousands of sys-
tems are already behind the security
eight ball. Compounding matters,
when opening your perimeter for con-
sumers and business partners, system-
evel security becomes even more criti-

cal as it forces an increase in exposure
points. Make no mistake, the odds are
not in your favor—you have to patch
e v e ry hole, but an attacker need find
only one to get into your environment. 

Attack tools are getting more user
f r i e n d l y, more automated. This past

February’s DDoS attacks
p roved the power of au-
tomated destruction. So
what do the good guys
have stacked in their

favor? Tools that automate the vulner-
ability discovery process. Tools that
help you secure your systems. To o l s
that give the administrator the edge,
or so the marketing speak goes.

Over the course of a month, in our
Chicago labs, we set out to test vul-
nerability scanners—tools that were
designed to remotely assess your net-
work by finding the vulnerabilities on
your systems before the bad guys do.
These solutions constitute just one of
the many lines of defense your com-
pany should deploy.

We decided to entrust the security
of our test network to Axent Te c h-
nologies’ NetRecon, BindVi e w

C o r p . ’s HackerShield, eEye Digital
S e c u r i t y ’s Retina, Internet Security
Systems’ Internet Scanner, Network
Associates’ CyberCop Scanner, and
two open-source products: N e s s u s
Security Scanner and Security Ad-
m i n i s t r a t o r ’s Research Assistant
(SARA). One product, World Wi d e
Digital Security’s System Analyst In-
tegrated Network Tool (SAINT), is
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N e t R e c o n ’s interface and re p o rting are
solid, but it missed five key vulnerabilities.

Vendor Viability 
Stock Product Market One-year Three-year Five-year Our

Vendor ticker name P/E* c a p i t a l i z a t i o n * * revenue gro w t h revenue gro w t h revenue gro w t h Comments outlook***

Axent AXNT NetRecon 135.6 $511.9 20.50% 45.50% N/A Public since 1996; a steady growth Safe bet
Technologies million company; strong security industry

focus
BindView BVEW H a c k e r S h i e l d 92.4 $432.1 39.60% N/A N/A Hedging success on Microsoft Anybody’s

million migration strategies; earnings guess
have been flat over the past year

Internet ISSX Internet 214.3 $3.2 billion 125.70% N/A N/A Strong growth company since  Safe bet
Security Scanner going public in 1998; great brand  
Systems recognition and a strong profes- 

sional services group
Network NETA CyberCop 35.9 $1.9 billion 19.80% 16.20% 62.80% Strong product set; equally strong Safe bet
Associates Scanner brand recognition; an old-timer 

in this space
eEye Digital Privately Retina N/A N/A Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary This division of ecompany.net re- Watch out
Security held ceived $5.5 million in funding in 

June; shipping product today, but 
how long before funding runs out?

World Open SAINT N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Open source with strong commu- Anybody’s
Wide Digital source nity support and maturity; strong guess
Security alternative to commercial products
N/A Open Nessus N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Extremely strong open-source  Safe bet

source Security following; core developers include
Scanner members of NASA and Sun Micro -

systems; very fast turnaround of 
f e a t u re enhancements and bug fixes;
strongest open-source choice

N/A Open SARA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Open-source code being supported Anybody’s
source by the author of SAINT guess

* P/E is an indicator of a stock’s value. The P/E ratio provides insight into valuation using an easily understood yardstick: earnings. Stocks with high P/Es compared with the overall market are typically growth stocks.
Stocks with low P/Es are sometimes considered overlooked value stocks. Figures used as of Nov. 28, 2000.

**Market capitalization refers to the total number of a company’s shares multiplied by the current price per share. Figures used as of Nov. 28, 2000.
***Safe bet: Company will be around at least three to five years. If company is acquired, product’s strong installed base will help development continue.

Anybody’s guess: Company or product is too young or still needs to prove itself.
Watch out: Company or product could suddenly disappear. Weak long-term investment, but product could do the job in the short term.


